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Figure 9.14: Ice cover (surface, and mean sea in January)

Figure 9.15: Sea surface temperature, and soilmgldas

9.3.7 Time-dependent IC/BC Fields

The python script ‘plot_fv3sar_icbc.py’ creates figures for time-dependent initial and boundary
fields along the boundary in a regional domain as well as the original data for comparison. Since
‘halo=4’ and the number of grid points along the axis is more than 100, the IC/BC fields in the files
are too narrow and long to plot in the regular coordinate system. Therefore, the target areas in this
script are four corners of the domain. Each corner has 4⇥4 cells except for velocity fields (‘u_s’,
‘u_w’, ‘v_s’, and ‘v_w’). Since FV3 uses the Arakawa C and D grid systems, velocity components
are evaluated at the centers of top, bottom, left, and right grid faces. Therefore, some of top, bottom,
left, and right boundaries have 5 cells instead of 4 depending on which component is evaluated.
The axes of top, bottom, left, and right are contracted to the middle of the axes to secure reasonable
spaces for comparison between cells near the corners. However, this approach makes us look some
discontinuous points. To verify the boundary fields, this script creates another file for the original
GFS data. Since this GFS file contains the initial condition at t=000, it should be compared to the
data of ‘gfs_bndy.tile7.000.nc’. The figure shows two di↵erent coordinate systems with the same
data: (1) general equi-distant spacing, and (2) contracted spacing to the middle, which is the same
as the boundary plot.
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1. Input files

• gfs_bndy.tile7.[XXX].nc (for boundary plot)

• gfs_data.tile7.nc (for initial GFS data plot in the main domain)

2. Output files

• fv3_icbc_{domain}_C{res}_{Variable}_L{layer number}_t{time}.png (boundary)

• fv3_icbc_{domain}_C{res}_{Variable}_L{layer number}_gfs.png (initial GFS data)

3. Run on HPC

• On Hera:

cd /scratch2/NCEPDEV/fv3�cam/Chan�hoo.Jeon/tools/fv3sar_pre_plot/code_py
# Check Input and Output paths and names
vim 004_plot_fv3sar_icbc_v001.py
# Run the script
python3 004_plot_fv3sar_icbc_v001.py

• On Orion:

cd /home/chjeon/tools/fv3sar_pre_plot/code_py
# Check Input and Output paths and names
vim 004_plot_fv3sar_icbc_vXXX.py
# Run the script
python3 004_plot_fv3sar_icbc_vXXX.py

No. Variable name Description

1 dnm_data Path to the directory where the input NetCDF files are located

2 fnm_in_bndr_base Basic form of the input NetCDF files

3 bndr_step Time steps in the file names

4 vars_bc Variables for plotting: ps, w, zh, t, sphum, liq_wat, o3mr, ice_wat, rainwat,
snowwat, graupel, u_w, v_w, u_s, v_s

5 ilvl Specific number of the vertical level (layer number) for 3-D variables
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6 domain Domain name

7 res Resolution (C+resolution)

8 out_fig_dir Path to the directory where output files are created

9 out_title_base Basic form of the title in the figure

10 out_fname_base Basic form of the output file name

11 n_halo Number of additional boundary arrays (halo), typically halo=4

Table 9.14: Variables for plotting IC/BC fields.

• Note) Figure 9.17 illustrates the results of us component. Each corner has a 5⇥4 array. For
the domain of 192⇥210, the j-indexes are between -3 and 1 in the two bottom corners, while
they are between 193 and 197. This is because the us components of the first row (bottom) are
evaluated at the south face (bottom), and they can be used for the bottom boundary. However,
the us components of the last row (top) are not located on the top boundary.

• Note) The namelist of the tracers can be found in Table 2.9.
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2.6.3 field_table

list of tracers

No. Type Model Variable “longname” “units” “profile_type”

1 TRACER atmos_mod sphum Specific humidity kg/kg fixed

2 TRACER atmos_mod liq_wat Cloud-water mixing ratio kg/kg fixed

3 TRACER atmos_mod rainwat Rain mixing ratio kg/kg fixed

4 TRACER atmos_mod ice_wat Cloud-ice mixing ratio kg/kg fixed

5 TRACER atmos_mod snowwat Snow mixing ratio kg/kg fixed

6 TRACER atmos_mod graupel Graupel mixing ratio kg/kg fixed

7 TRACER atmos_mod o3mr Ozone mixing ratio kg/kg fixed

8 TRACER atmos_mod cld_amt Cloud amount 1 fixed

Table 2.9: Tracers

where the options for ‘profile_type’ are listed as follows:

No. Method Method control

1 fixed surface_value=A

2 profile surface_value=A, top_value=B (exponential profile)

Table 2.10: Options for ‘profile_type’

2.6.4 input_sar_[domain].nml

1. Namelist of FV3 Dycore (‘&fv_core_nml’):

Reference: UFS FV3DYCORE documentation (‘noaa-emc.github.io/FV3_Dycore_ufs-v1.00
/html/index.html’)

(a) Layout

No. Variable Description Data type

1 layout Processor layout on each tile (NPE = N1⇥N2⇥ntiles) Integers (N1,N2)

2 npx Number of grid corners in the x-direction on one time of the
domain (= Ngrid cells+1)

Integer
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Figure 9.16: Temperature (t) along the boundary at the first layer (initial boundary condition,
time=000, layer number=1) and GFS data inside the domain
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Figure 9.17: Longitudinal velocity at the south edge (u_s) along the boundary (initial boundary
condition, time=000, layer number=1) and GFS data inside the domain
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9.3.8 Initial Surface Climatology Fields

1. Input files

• sfc_data.tile7.nc

2. Output files

• fv3_isfc_{domain}_C{res}_{Variable}.png

3. Run on HPC

• On Hera:

cd /scratch2/NCEPDEV/fv3�cam/Chan�hoo.Jeon/tools/fv3sar_pre_plot/code_py
# Check Input and Output paths and names
vim 005_plot_fv3sar_isfc_vXXX.py
# Run the script
python3 005_plot_fv3sar_isfc_vXXX.py

• On Orion:

cd /home/chjeon/tools/fv3sar_pre_plot/code_py
# Check Input and Output paths and names
vim 005_plot_fv3sar_isfc_vXXX.py
# Run the script
python3 005_plot_fv3sar_isfc_vXXX.py

No. Variable name Description

1 dnm_data Path to the directory where the input NetCDF files are located

2 fnm_input Input NetCDF file

3 domain Domain name

4 res Resolution (C+resolution)

5 fnm_in_orog Orography file

6 vars_isfc plotting variables in the data file

7 out_fig_dir Path to the directory where output files are created
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8 out_title_base Basic form of the title in the figure

9 out_fname_base Basic form of the output file name

10 back_res Background resolution

Table 9.15: Variables for plotting initial surface climatology.

No. Variable Meaning No. Variable Description

1 alvsf Visible black sky albedo at zenith 60 degree

2 alvwf Visible white sky albedo

3 alnsf Near-IR black sky albedo at zenith 60 degree

4 alnwf Near-IR white sky albedo

5 d_conv Thickness of free convective layer (fcl)

6 f10m 10 meter wind speed over lowest model wind speed

7 facsf Fractional coverage with strong cosz dependency

8 facwf Fractional coverage with weak cosz dependency

9 ↵hh Surface exchange coe�cient for heat

10 ↵mm Surface exchange coe�cient for momentum

11 qrain Sensible heat flux due to rainfall (W)

12 slmsk Sea (0), land (1), ice (2) mask

13 slc Volume fraction of unfrozen soil moisture

14 smc Volume fraction of soil moisture

15 snoalb Maximum snow albedo over land in fraction

16 srflag Snow/rain flag for precipitation

17 shdmin Minimum areal fractional coverage of annual green vegetation

18 shdmax Maximum areal fractional coverage of annual green vegetation

19 canopy Canopy moisture content
(m)

36 z_c Sub-layer cooling thickness

20 dt_cool Sub-layer cooling thickness 37 uustar Boundary layer parameter

21 fice Sea-ice fraction 38 hice Sea-ice depth

22 q2m Two-meter q 39 tref Reference temperature (K)

23 slope Surface slope type 40 xt Heat content in DTL

24 sheleg Snow depth (m) 41 xs Salinity content in DTL
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25 snwdph Physical snow depth 42 xu u-current content in DTL

26 stc Soil temperature (K) 43 xv v-current content in DTL

27 stype Soil type 44 xz DTL thickness

28 t2m Two-meter temperature 45 zm MXL thickness

29 tg3 Deep soil temperature 46 xtts d(xt)/d(ts)

30 tisfc Sea-ice surface temperature 47 xzts d(xz)/d(ts)

31 tprcp Total precipitation 48 c_0 Coe�cient 1 for d(tz)/d(ts)

32 tsea Sea-surface temperature 49 c_d Coe�cient 2 for d(tz)/d(ts)

33 vfrac plant greenness 50 w_0 Coe�cient 3 for d(tz)/d(ts)

34 vtype Vegetation type 51 w_d Coe�cient 4 for d(tz)/d(ts)

35 zorl Surface roughness (cm) 52 ifd Index to start dtm run

Table 9.16: Variables of inital surface climatology fields.

4. Output:

(a) Sea-land-ice masks, and soil type

Figure 9.18: Sea-land-ice masks, and soil type

(b) Sea-surface temperature, and Surface roughness

9.3.9 Output: ‘grid_spec’

1. Input files
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